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CLIFTON ROAD COMES TO LIFE
Photos and story by Leesa Sutherland
It started with a cow and in the months following, the road
from Brunswick to Forrest Highway has become a delight
for travellers with a bright, quirky gallery of whimsical
characters peeking out from the trees that line the road.
This eclectic and one of a kind display is a credit to the
creative mind and skillset of local businessman and farmer
Scott Talbot.
Scott uses a water jet cutting machine to create the cut
outs.  Initially made for family driveways, Scott had one cut
out left over and made the decision to put it on one of the
trees along Clifton Road for passers-by to enjoy.
“By putting something on your own property only you get
the enjoyment out of it, but on the road, everyone gets to
see it and enjoy it,” said Scott.
To date there are two or three types of cow, purple emus, a
pink pig, a goat and a donkey, and only recently the
addition of two chickens and Daisy the cow with a daisy in
her mouth, acknowledging the recent milestone birthday
of our famous “Daisy” the cow statue in Brunswick.
Scott and partner Sonia have been enjoying positive
feedback from the community, both the young and young
at heart.  Community members are loving them, many
commenting that the characters put a smile on their face
as they drive past each day.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS 
AUGUST

 
 

04 Aug Italian
Conversation
Class @ BJCRC

12 Aug  Kintsugi @
BJCRC

12 Aug 
 Kalyakoorl,
Ngalak Warangka
(Forever,We
Sing) @ HRCC

14 Aug  Out Of
This World @
Harvey Library
5pm.

15 & 17 Aug 
 Curious Minds 
@ Harvey or
Australind
Library

19 Aug  Science
Week  @
Bunbury Library

"These colourful silhouettes are for the people of Brunswick,
not for me,” said Scott.
A new arrival to keep an eye out for in future months is
Loopy the Llama.  “Feedback from members of the
community with other ideas is always welcome,” said Scott.



MAGGIE'S MUSINGS 
MARGRET CARBONE 
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Hello August! And hello to beautiful Brunswick!
Welcome to The Moospaper! Despite the winter
weather setting in, there's still lots happening
around town and we're here to bring you all the
news!

A big thank you is extended to Johanna and Glen
Scott and fellow volunteers for organising the
Medieval Ball held in July, as a fundraiser for the
Milne family who lost their home near Donnybrook
in a bushfire in January. Brunswick Hall was
transformed into a medieval courtyard complete
with stocks, while maidens and princesses, lords
and warlocks enjoyed dressing in costume and
dancing to both modern and not-so-modern
music, all while supporting the worthy cause. The
delicious supper was a welcome inclusion! 

As we mark the 50th birthday of Daisy, the Cow on
the Corner, The Moospaper would like to join the
community in thanking the members of Brunswick
Lions Club for their continuing care and
maintenance of "The Brunswick Cow". Over the
years, the Cow has been (against better judgement
and advice!) splashed with maroon and gold paint
for football finals, adorned with ribbons and bows
for Brunswick Show, dressed colourfully, climbed
upon, jumped from, danced with, ridden bareback,
cuddled, used as a meeting point for friends and
romancers.... it seems most locals have a story of
antics with our Brunswick girl! And she has been
photographed more times than any famous model,
by locals and tourists alike! Thank you Brunswick
Lions Club, we are proud of our "Brunswick Cow"!

Speaking of maroon and gold, Harvey-Brunswick-
Leschenault Football Club have only two home
games to play before the commencement of finals
in September. The Lions will host Dunsborough on
Saturday 12 August, returning to Brunswick Oval
the following Saturday to play Collie on 19 August.
In round 22, HBL will travel to Hands Oval in
Bunbury, to meet traditional rivals South Bunbury
in the last round of the season. Finals will begin the
following week, with fixtures yet to be announced.
So let's cheer on our local Lions!

On a different note, the local Catholic community is
preparing to celebrate the annual "Festa" on 15
August. Although the procession through the streets
and traditional celebrations have been discontinued
since 2020, the parish will hold a special Mass on
Sunday 13th August at 8.30am, in honour of Our
Lady of The Assumption. This will be followed by
morning tea, all welcome.

In news just to hand, it has been announced that
the Country Sounds Music Festival will not be held
in 2023. After the success of last year's first Country
Sounds festival at Brunswick Showgrounds,
organisers were hoping to make it an annual event.
However, plans are afoot for a bigger and better
festival in 2024. Keep an eye on The Moospaper for
all the breaking news! Despite this little
disappointment for locals, excitement in town is
building as  preparations are ramped up for
Brunswick's next big event,  the Brunswick Show.
The biggest one-day show in Australia (some say in
the Southern Hemisphere!) will be held on Saturday
28 October. The Amateur Brew competition is
underway, and entries may be submitted before 1st
September at Brewmart in Bayswater, or by 4th
September at Lagerland in Bunbury. There are
prizes for best brewer and also for best beer, lager,
ale, porter/stout, sour and specialty beer. So spread
the word and we'll see who will win the honour of
having their beer for sale at the 2023 Brunswick
Show! And the Italian Sausage Competition will
hold a special place this year with the Show's "Farm
to Fork" theme. Sausages will be judged at a special
event to be held in the lead-up to Show day. For all
Show information, including details on how to enter
other sections, check out the Brunswick Show
website and Facebook page! 

 Don't you just LOVE Brunswick?! 



Harvey Administration Centre
102 Uduc Road, Harvey 6220
Monday to Friday: 9am to 4pm

shire@harvey.wa.gov.au
08 9729 0300

Australind Administration Centre
7 Mulgara Street, Australind 6233

Monday to Friday: 9am to 4pm
shire@harvey.wa.gov.au

08 9729 0300
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NAIDOC Week (National Aboriginal and
Islanders Day Observance Committee) occurs
annually in July, and celebrates the history,
culture and achievements of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples. NAIDOC is
celebrated not only in Indigenous
communities but by Australians all over the
country and overseas. The 2023 NAIDOC
theme is For Our Elders - in recognition of the
role played by Elders across every generation
and the prominent place they hold in our
communities and families.
Representatives from the Shire of Harvey
joined members of the local community for
the NAIDOC Week Yarn at the Brunswick
Junction Community Resource Centre on
Tuesday, 4 July - one of the free and enjoyable
cultural activities hosted by the Shire of
Harvey throughout the Shire between
Sunday, 2 July and Sunday, 9 July. Highlights
of this convivial gathering were the delicious
Wattle Seed Cheesecake  made by Vicky Hill's
daughter Britteny and the stories and wisdom
of Elder Ron Gidgup.

Wattle seed cheesecake  made by
 Vicky Hill's daughter Britteny

Tina Wallis learning the wisdom of
 Elder Ron Gidgup

Cr.Wendy Dickinson sharing info with
 Ron Exelby   

Ron Exelby, Chair of
Brunswick CRC, 

talking with community
members 

Vicky Hill 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
THE SHIRE OF HARVEY ACKNOWLEDGES THE

TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS OF THE LAND AND THEIR
CONTINUING CONNECTION TO THE LAND, WATERS AND

COMMUNITY. WE PAY OUR RESPECTS TO ALL
MEMBERS OF THE ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES AND
THEIR CULTURES; AND TO ELDERS BOTH PAST AND

PRESENT.

Children kept busy with colouring in the NAIDOC
activities 

Where do cows go on Friday nights?    
   They go to the moo-vies!
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SAWDUST AND BULL DUST:
MEN’S SHED NEWS.

Mr. Chris Rutter.

First, the amazing news. We have been successful in
receiving a fourteen-thousand-dollar grant from
Albemarle to purchase a CNC machine (Computer
Numerical Control Router). It’s a mouthful I know,
but this little beauty will enable us to attempt
exciting new projects creating toys, small furniture
and signage with a level of precision not available
before. Mass production of saleable items is now
possible and small community projects more do
able. Very exciting. For computer illiterates like me
there will be workshops run by the distributers. We
are hoping that younger members of the
community may be interested in learning how to
operate the machine. 

We would like to thank the community for their
support during our recent wood raffle. We raised
over eight hundred dollars.

The Community Resource Centre has approached
us to create a Mobile Community Pantry. This is a
weatherproof cupboard where community
members may leave excess fruit, vegetables and
tinned food donations which people can access and
withdraw from at no charge. We have been having a
great time trawling through Pinterest looking at the
ingenious outfits people have created. We have
settled on a design which is both colourful and
practical.

We have applied for some small grants to purchase a
range of battery-operated tools and hand tools so
members of the Senior Youth Group can come over to
the shed on selected Friday afternoons to try their
hand at some simple woodwork under supervision of
some Men Shedders. Fingers crossed.

Our ladies’ group has celebrated its first year of
operation and has over thirty members who are
producing a range of useful articles and making
contributions to shed management. Speaking of
ladies, our local Country Women’s Association have
taken some of our planter boxes and wishing wells to
the State Conference where they will be raffled. 

Bruce, one of our more gifted shedders, thinking
outside the square, has created a rocking bull called
“Bruce” and rocking tractor called “Coll”. These novel
creations will be raffled off at the Brunswick Show. Of
course, we will be open for the show doing our giant
sausage sizzle and providing the cheapest feed on the
show grounds. Come over and say hello.
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BRUNSWICK PUB QUIZ.
Chevonne Greenhalgh

Wednesday 19th July saw a return of the Pub Quiz at
Brunswick Junction Tavern. A warm welcome was received by
locals who had brushed up on their knowledge and braved
the cold weather to spend a few hours with the quizmaster
host Brunswick CRC, with the goal of taking home the title of
the winner!

The quiz consisted of the normal rounds but this time
included a music round which everyone seemed to
thoroughly enjoy. The tables consisted of up to 4 per team
and everyone was encouraged to bring their own snacks with
the bar open for drinks.

We would like to encourage local groups within the
Brunswick area to take up the opportunity to host a quiz
night. Putting on this event on a monthly basis, it is an
excellent opportunity for organisations to be able to connect
and promote themselves.

If you would like assistance in hosting a Quiz, please do not
hesitate to contact Brunswick Community Resource Centre
on 9726 1452 or email us: brunswickjunctioncrc@gmail.com

The Wooden Spoon Trophy was awarded
to the losers of the evening

Getting ready before the Quiz starts 

The Winning Table 

Runners up 

Residents aged 55 and older are encouraged to
complete the newly launched Creating Age Friendly
Communities Survey.
The survey is designed to help the Shire better
understand demographic profiles, accommodation
requirements and community service needs.

Information gathered will be used to inform and support
businesses and organisations who currently are or
intend to serve older residents. These organisations
include residential aged care providers, support
services and government.

Residents can complete the survey online or in-person
at a Shire Pop Up on the below dates:
Monday, 10 July at Australind Library between 10am -
11.30am.
Wednesday 19 July at Leschenault Leisure Centre
Players’ Lounge between 11.30am – 1pm.
Thursday 3 August at Brunswick Community Resource
Centre between 9.15am – 11am.
Tuesday 15 August at Harvey Community Resource
Centre between 10am - 11.30am.
Completing the survey will take approximately 5-10
minutes. 



warecoverycollege.org.au
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SHOWTIME AT BRUNSWICK KIDZ
CLUB 

Brunswick Resource Centre's After-School Kidz Club
returns again this term, but with a difference! Under
the theme of 'SHOWTIME!' the sessions will be
aimed at helping children develop 2 or 3 different
ideas in the design and creation of entries for the
Brunswick AG Show 2023.
Working with the show's theme of 'Farm to Fridge',
the children will brainstorm ideas for the different
categories of interest, these will then  be developed,
drawing up a plan and identifying resources and
materials required. In the design process, they will
need to figure out, for example, how big the finished
project will be, to fit the specifications of the chosen
category. While entering a design project into the
show, doesn't guarantee a win, the experience of
being part of the Show and the process of planning
and preparing is undeniably valuable. Allowing the
children the time to figure out problems and to
overcome challenges is key in developing resilience
and confidence with the value of seeing a project
through from start to finish.  
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Keep kids safe and warm this winter - Senior Regional Officer for the South West, Annetta Bellingeri

During the chilly months, it’s important to keep our families warm while also staying vigilant to the potential dangers of
commonly-used heating products.
Children are particularly vulnerable to burns and accidents from ‘winter warmers’ such as hot water bottles, open
flames, heaters and loose-fitting sleepwear.  
While hot water bottles are a cheap and popular way to fend off the cold, they can cause serious burns if not used
correctly. According to Perth Children’s Hospital data, 8 children presented to its emergency department during
2020/2022 with injuries relating to hot water bottles. These should be filled with hot tap water (never boiling water) and
always covered with a fitted cover or wrap. Also, as hot water bottles can deteriorate with age, it’s smart to keep an
eye on the 'daisy wheel' date marking that shows when the product was made. Better yet, buy a new hot water bottle
every year, because even though they might look in good condition on the outside, they could be hiding damage
internally. 

Annual hospital admissions resulting from burns sustained from children's clothing catching fire from open heat
sources like fireplaces and heaters are another cause of concern and risk. Pyjamas and dressing gowns must display
a fire hazard label, although nightwear considered a low fire hazard, can still be flammable. Earlier this year, a range
of Target Australia kids’ pyjamas were recalled for being too loose-fitting, meaning they posed a fire risk if exposed to
a heat or flame source. When shopping for kids’ clothes, caution is recommended when buying online or while on
holidays as they may not be subject to Australian mandatory safety standards. 
If your child does suffer a burn, the advice from Kidsafe Australia is to apply cool running water to the injury for 20
minutes. Products like ice, oil or butter should never be placed on a burn and any jewelry or clothing should be
removed unless stuck to the skin. 
Simple precautions such as checking for recalls on all products, following safety guidelines, and being vigilant about
safety can go a long way in protecting your family and home. Find more winter safety tips at
www.productsafety.gov.au/wellwinter and learn more about burns prevention at www.kidsafe.com.au

www.dmirs.wa.gov.au  www.wa.gov.au
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On Sunday, 2nd of July the Brunswick Junction Lions Club
held its 53rd annual Installation of Directors and
Committee members for the coming period 2023/2024.
Around 60 guests, being club members and partners,
gathered for an early morning Breakfast Function at the
Sanctuary Golf Club Bunbury.
As the current President of the Brunswick Lions Club, I felt
that after two and a half years the time had come to hand
the reins to a younger and more adaptable President .
Fortunately, for the club, a person of such qualities put his
hand up and is prepared to take on the role and
commitment
Craig Klumpp, a well known local, is now the President of
the Brunswick Lions Club, the rest of the team are just
about the same members who carried the club through
the last 2023 term .
The Brunswick Lions Club is responsible for a list of many
community projects and provides financial support to
many organisations.
Local projects include: the Settlers Wall, the renovation and
improvement of the War Memorial, the Blue Tree in Clifton
Rd in support of mental health and our very own Flag Pole
in the centre of town .
Support to many organisations such as providing bursaries
to local schools, Save Sight International, the Life Cycle for
Canteen, Food Bank and many many more.
Being a member of the Brunswick Lions is not all hard
work, for it’s been an absolute pleasure being their
President for the last two and a half years. 
The club is a place of good fellowship a place to make
friends.
Meetings are held twice a month, over a drink at the bar or
sharing a meal with great blokes who like a laugh . 
The ladies also get involved, for although the Brunswick
Lions is a men’s club, the ladies are invited to join us on
many occasion during Ladies Nights

Craig Klumpp wearing the smart 
white lions jacket

 as the newly appointed President.

Friends and family enjoying an 
early breakfast 

Becoming a Lions member is easy,  ,just turn up at the
clubs meeting hall, or come with a mate who is an existing
member or  simply ring the Secretary on 0429197060.

LIONS CLUB
Ron Arkwright.

How does a rancher keep track of his cattle?
With a cow-culator.

How do you tell the difference between a bull and a cow?
It is either one or the udder!

What do you call a sleeping bull?
A bulldozer.
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Brunswick Walking Group 

In June, the Brunswick Walking Group explored
Crooked Brook Forest, extending their Thursday

walks beyond Brunswick

KEY TAKEAWAYS
-Being physically active includes everyday
movements (e.g. walking) and exercise.  
-Regular physical activity has many benefits for your
health, both now and in the future. 
-Simply doing activities you enjoy is a great way to
start on the path to better heart health. 
-As little as 10 minutes of physical activity a day can
be good for your health. 
-You can increase your physical activity at any age
and just about any level of fitness. 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND YOUR
HEART HEALTH

 
Physical activity and exercise can benefit your heart,
body and mind.

Regular physical activity is one of the best things
you can do for your heart health. Increasing your
physical activity from as little as 10 minutes a day to
the Australian Government’s recommended 30 to
45 minutes a day, five or more days of the week can
help reduce your risk of heart disease and heart
attacks. It can also prevent and manage many
conditions and diseases, including some cancers,
type 2 diabetes and depression. 

What exactly is ‘physical activity’?
Physical activity – Daily actions, such as walking to
the shops, taking the stairs, getting off public
transport and walking to your destination.  
Exercise –  Organised activities and sports, such as
swimming, cycling, yoga and walking groups (e.g.
Heart Foundation Walking Program). 
You can increase your daily physical activity without
joining a gym or even breaking a sweat. The good
news is you can simply do more of the activities you
enjoy every day, like walking.  
Why is physical activity and exercise good for your
heart?  
Building up your physical activity to the
recommended level has many benefits. By making
your heart work a little harder, you can cut your risk
of heart disease by a third – regardless of your age,
gender, income or where you live.  
Learn more about the benefits of physical activity 
How does physical activity help your body? 
-Physical activity is good medicine. It can help
reduce heart disease risk factors, such as high blood
pressure and cholesterol. If you have heart disease,
physical activity can help you manage the condition.
-Increased activity can help you manage your
weight, which also has many benefits including
lowering your risk of type 2 diabetes and some
forms of cancer. Being a healthy weight also reduces
the risk factor for heart disease.
-Regular exercise can help your bones and muscles
become stronger.

How does physical activity help your mind?
Immediate results - If you take a short, brisk
walk you may feel more refreshed and relaxed.
You may also find this benefit will help
motivate you to walk more often and for
longer.
Improved wellbeing - Being active can help
ease anxiety and depression, especially when
done in natural environments like parks and
gardens. You may find yourself feeling happier,
more confident, and sleeping better.  
More opportunities to socialise - Being
physically active is a great way to connect with
others and build a sense of community. As you
participate in more activities and exercise you
might find yourself socialising more often with
friends and family or perhaps joining an
exercise class or sports team.  

for more information
heartfoundation.org.au



What do cows most like to read?
Cattle-logs.
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Sign on for as often and as long as you choose - even go on holidays
and then come back to  HU4K! 
You choose the day you’ll be available
 We’ll help you get a Working With Children Card  - no formal
training needed
Come alone or with a friend, relative, neighbour or colleague
– men and women needed
Lots of opportunities to make new friends and celebrate your
successes with other HU4K volunteers over coffee
 If you enjoy working with young children and want to help a
young child to succeed – All it will cost, is your time

If you can read and want to help make a difference in a child’s
life, we need you!

CAN YOU FIND 1 HOUR A
WEEK TO HELP PRIMARY

SCHOOL KIDS READ?

We need volunteers to join
the reading support program

Talk to Jan on 0499 240 371 or
email  handsup4kids@gmail .com
about gett ing involved.
 More information on
www.handsup4kids .org.au
Be part of the move to help
our local young kids become
confident learners with a
chance to succeed - There’s
always a need for more
volunteers at every school.

New Volunteer Members Welcomed

now at Harvey SES

 

You are invited to come along any

Wednesday evening training night

and check out our HQ.  

Rock up at 7.30 pm 

 15 Harper Street, Harvey

We will show you around our unit HQ

and answer any questions you have

about joining the Harvey SES.

For more information visit

harveyses.org.au

Looking for a hobby that will give

you certified skills in things like:

 

  *  Off & On Road Driving

  *  First Aid

  *  Radio Communication

  *  Chainsaw Operation

  *  Emergency Management

What do you get from a 
pampered cow?

Spoiled milk.

Why do cows have 
hooves and not feet?

They lactose.
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When: 9am – 4pm, Saturday 19 August 2023
(free entry)
Where: Bunbury Public Library, Parkfield Street

SOUTH WEST SCIENCE FAIR IS BACK!

Join us at South West Science Fair 2023, a FREE
family friendly community event filled with science
themed mysteries. Solve a robbery, make some
slime or visit the forensics lab, either way you are
bound to discover or learn something new!
South West Science Fair brings multiple exhibitors
from around WA come together at Bunbury Public
Library on Saturday 19 August to bring to you a
variety of interactive and hands-on science themed
activities, fun and learning. There’s something for
everyone. Exhibitors will engage visitors with a
multitude of exciting and mind-blowing hands-on
STEM (science, technology, engineering, math)
based activities and demonstrations throughout
this event. Activities will comprise of at least one
STEM element.
This year’s science fair features demonstrations and
activities across both the upper and lower levels of
the library building in; forensic science, biology,
zoology, earth sciences, chemistry, technology,
herpetology and more. Without giving too much
away (it’s a secret!) some of the activities this year
include; vortex cannons, gravity defying and
chemical reaction experiments with Supersonic
Science, pat a snake with Discover Deadly or learn
about animal biology with Nearer to Nature. There
will be 3D printing, robotics and competitions
galore. We even need you to help us solve a
robbery in the forensics lab!

To end this years science fair, the Wearable Art
Festival’s showcase and parade will take place
from 2pm. Here you can watch the community
fashion parade and sculpture showcase - all of
which has been made by members of the
community using FOGO, recycled and
repurposed materials. See below for more
information or to register your wearable art or
sculpture into the competition before 28 July for
your chance to win a share of $1,500 in prizes!
Various competitions and spot prizes and
competitions will be available throughout the
duration of this event. Bonus points for those
who dress up in science-themed costumes!
Tickets are not required to attend South West
Science Fair or the Wearable Art Festival Finalists
Showcase and Parade. Simply attend Bunbury
Public Library on Parkfield Street anytime
between 9am and 4pm on Saturday 19 August
2023. Wearable Art Parade begins at 2pm. Note:
Bookings are essential for the Supersonic
Science Workshops and Forensics Lab
Workshops require bookings.

What did the mama cow say to
the calf?

It’s pasture bedtime!
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Disclaimer: The editorial team accepts no liability for the accuracy of any of the information, any
errors or omissions  in this newsletter. The editorial team reserve the right to edit contributions

as they see fit. Any views expressed are those of the contributor.
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Singing group
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Singing group

4-5pm 

Walking Group @ Brunswick Junction CRC
Over 55's exercise group @ Brunswick Town Hall

Brunswick Singing Group @ Anglican Church, Brunswick 
Slot Cars @ next to the Guide Hall, Agricultural Showgrounds 
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KINTSUGI CLASS 9-12

DAFFODIL  DAY
Cancer Council

Italian Conversation
Class 10:45-12:45
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Class 10:45-12:45

Italian Conversation
Class 10:45-12:45

Mahjong Group
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9am Walking Group

 
BJCRC KIDZ
CLUB@3pm
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9am Walking Group

 
BJCRC KIDZ
CLUB@3pm

Pop up Creating Age
Friendly Communities

Survey @ 10am 
 

9am Walking Group
BJCRC KIDZ
CLUB@3pm

 
 

The Daffodil Day Appeal is
Cancer Council's most iconic
and much-loved fundraising

campaign. It is a day for
Australians to give hope to

those affected by all cancers
by donating to support a

cancer free future


